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Introduction
Colony Park has been on the receiving end of a history of forced governmental actions. Established in the
1970s as a haven for families working at the Air Force Base, Urban Renewal policies and increased living
costs in Central Austin over the decades have pushed many working poor families to settle in Colony Park.
Today, more than half of the residents are living in poverty surrounded by criminal activity. It is no wonder
neighborhood leaders feel the community is “blighted, ignored, and isolated.” When the city received a HUD
grant to plan in Colony Park, the neighborhood was reminded of Urban Renewal and believed it was now
going to happen to them again.
In response to these governmental actions, Colony Park is starting a Community Development Corporation
(CDC) to “have more control over their neighborhood,” a reason cited by neighborhood leaders in a recent
visit to our class. They believe a CDC will give them more power and influence in the process of local policy
development while giving the community the capacity to be more accurately represented in such processes.
They want to organize to be able to pressure policymakers for better conditions in their neighborhood while,
at the same time, lessen their reliance on the government by improving their community themselves.
The neighborhood is struggling with many serious issues, including a culturally divisive community.
Neighborhood leaders would like to organize the CDC around central issues that include:
1.

Mobility between the neighborhood and the rest of the city. Colony Park is geographically
isolated. There are few roads into the neighborhood, causing congestion along Loyola Lane that
may worsen once the sustainability plan is implemented. There are also limited bus route options
and bus stops in the area.

2.

Failing Schools. Many area schools are lowperforming and inadequately funded. Students
interested in participating in a sport or music program are not always able to do so due to the lack of
available resources in school. Neighborhood leaders fear that students at the area high school
have been cutoff from accessing their library when the school merged with a high school science
academy. Some students are getting in trouble with police, and neighborhood leaders are
concerned minority students do not have positive male role models at school.

3.

Concentrated Poverty. There is a high concentration of subsidized housing in the area. Many
rental properties within the neighborhood are owned by absentee landlords and residents fear that
they are not performing background checks on tenants. Neighborhood leaders suspect they are
often rented to drug dealers.

4.

High Mortality Rates. Colony Park has some of the highest mortality rates in the region, with many
residents suffering from diabetes and heart conditions.

5.

Lack of Jobs and Amenities. There are few job opportunities in areas surrounding the
neighborhood, prompting neighborhood leaders to search for ways to bring anchor developments to
the community. There are no clinics or medical facilities, parks, or grocery stores in the
neighborhood.

To help the CDC as it moves past its inception, we examined examples of the paths taken by other local
CDCs that should provide Colony Park advice on how to advance strategically. We interviewed Mary Reed
of Clarksville Community Development Corporation, Mark Rogers of the Guadalupe Neighborhood
Development Corporation, Bo McCarver of Blackland Community Development Corporation, and Cynthia
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MathisGaines of Blackshear Community Development Corporation with advice from John Henneberger of
Texas LowIncome Housing Information Service. These organizations were chosen because they are
successful community organizations based in Austin that have invaluable knowledge, stories, and advice
about the innerworkings of CDCs within the context of Austin.
The questions asked focused on the way in which the CDCs were founded, their internal structure and
struggles, and their advice for how the Colony Park CDC should proceed. The questions were as follows:
1.

After the CDC was founded, how did you proceed? What were some of the first actions you took?

2.

How did you get people involved? Who was it you were trying to involve? How did you reach these
people?

3.

How did you keep the momentum?

4.

How do you interact with the city government? What agency/s have you worked with? What are
some of the political hurdles you ran into while trying to develop the CDC?

5.

Lessons learned? What would you do differently?

6.

Do you think this can be replicated by another CDC today?

7.

How should we organize around some of the issues in Colony Park?

8.

What funding sources could help Colony Park tackle some of the issues they are dealing with?

Using this Report
This report is meant to help residents think through key decisions they must make when forming a CDC.
While we cannot say that this is everything a CDC needs to know to be successful, we feel confident that we
have touched on many vital subjects related to creating a successful CDC, including governance, funding,
organizing, and interacting with the city. We hope Colony Park finds this report very useful as they embark
on their mission to organize and empower their community.
The CDCs interviewed for this report were asked to reflect upon the more important actions taken when they
started their CDCs. This provided us with information particularly relevant to Colony Park including
recommendations that can be accomplished within the next five years. The topics and recommendations
span everything from governance and administrative procedures to organizing strategies and community
building techniques. Any specific resources in the Austin area mentioned by the CDCs are provided
concisely in the Resource List in Appendix Figure 1. The full length interviews can also be found in
Appendix Figure 2.
Lastly, we researched specific grants and funding programs to jumpstart Colony Park’s newlyformed CDC.
The specific grants and programs were categorized based on the issues outlined by the neighborhood
leaders and can be found in Appendix B.
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Case Studies Profile
To provide some context to the answers provided by each of the interviewees, a short history is provided
about each organization.

Clarksville CDC (CCDC)
Clarksville was created after the American Civil War as one of
the first freedmen's communities in Texas. With such a rich
history and strong sense of community, the people came
together to fight the impending threats of Urban Renewal. It
was not until after MoPac was actually built through the center
of the community that that CCDC was formed to fight the city’s
plan to build another expressway through the community in
the 1970’s. Today, the CCDC works to preserve housing units
for low income and minority families and fight off developers
who want to take over the valuable land that Clarksville is
located on.

Guadalupe Neighborhood Development Association (GNDC)
GNDC was formed in the 1980’s by the Guadalupe
neighborhood in coalition with the Our Lady of Guadalupe
Church in response to impending gentrification efforts
culminating in the proposal of a park by the French Legation
that would have claimed a large portion of the neighborhood.
GNDC’s purpose today is for “improvement, revitalization and
preservation”1 of the residential areas by providing affordable
housing units and using land trusts to be able to maintain a
fragile population.

1

Guadalupe Neighborhood Development Corporation. Mission. http://www.guadalupendc.org/?page_id=5
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Blackland CDC (BCDC)
BCDC incorporated in 1983 after the neighborhood
fought against numerous expansion and eminent domain
attempts by the University of Texas.2 The neighborhood
strategically acquired homes to ensure that the university
would never collect enough land to build on. Their main
mission is to preserve the character of Blackland by
preserving access to housing for the types of families that
have historically lived in the neighborhood. Today, the
CDC manages 50 housing units for households making
less than 60% of the median family income. They also
manage a senior housing development (shown here) and
a transitional housing program for homeless and nearly
homeless families.
Blackshear CDC
In the early 1980’s, the Blackshear Neighborhood faced
the threat of Urban Renewal. In response, the residents
banded together to march on the state capital and traveled
to Washington D.C. to protest. After defeating the threat of
renewal, the neighborhood formed the CDC as a nonprofit
to move forward with their mission of maintaining the
affordable housing stock in the area. Today, they continue
to rent out properties to lowincome families and are trying
to attain a neighborhood park.

Texas LowIncome Housing Information Service (TxLIHIS)
Although TxLIHIS is not a CDC, the nonprofit has worked
with nearly all of the CDCs working in Austin today.
Established in 1988, TxLIHIS provides policy and
technical expertise to communities advocating for
lowincome housing and neighborhood improvements
through research and community organizing activities.3
Their efforts span the entire state, currently providing
research and support services for organizing efforts in
East Houston and the Rio Grande Valley fighting for
improved neighborhood conditions.

2
3

About Blackland CDC: http://www.blacklandcdc.org/whoweare/
About TxLIHIS: http://www.texashousing.org/about/about.html
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Themes
The interviews were synthesized to form a set of criteria that could be applicable to Colony Park as it
progresses. We recognized nine different themes that the interviewees experienced during their initial years
of operation. These should be observed as suggestions of most effective practices based on the
experiences of the other CDCs.

Use the Initial Catalyst
Each of the communities experienced an event that sparked the fire leading to the formation of the CDC.
This initial issue is the most visible and concerns the majority of the residents. By honing in on the catalyst
issue, it can be used to your advantage to mobilize the neighbors into action. Mark Rogers suggested
printing flyers that ask provocative questions to get the neighbors angry. “Angry people have energy and
energy is a virtue, especially in this day and age,” Ms. MathisGaines mentioned. She noted that being part
of a CDC is hard work and it’s even harder today to get people to fight.
The idea of using “hot button issues,” as Rogers calls them, mimics the ideas of the famous community
organizer, Saul Alinsky. Alinsky’s community organizing methods “encouraged organizers to get community
people in touch with their anger, to ‘rub raw people’s resentments.’” 4 Under Alinsky’s philosophy and
methods for organizing, “he believed that the chosen goals must be achievable: one should never embark
on a battle that was not winnable.”5 John Henneberger echoed this idea when he suggested that Colony
Park start with winnable, shortterm issues and move to larger, longerterm issues:
“If you can win something, pick that to show that you can do something. A big win
motivates people to stay behind the momentum. Shortterm victories are there to fall
back on. Have little things to show people that you’re getting things done.”
He recommends that Colony Park first focus on the issue of being landlocked. He sees it likely that
CapMetro will be willing to make a change to a route to help them. With this victory, the residents will be
excited by the progress and have a sense of empowerment. Henneberger says to publicize shortterm
success to show progress. Working on the school issue would be a larger, longerterm project because
working with the school board is harder than working with CapMetro.6

Legal Counsel and Strong Bylaws
In the initial stages of creating a CDC, having legal council is very important. Both Mark Rogers and Bo
McCarver mentioned the value of working closely with a lawyer to make sure everything is being run legally.

4

Fisher, Robert, James DeFilippis, and Eric Shragge. "History Matters: Canons, AntiCanons and Critical
Lessons from the Past." The Community Development Reader. By James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert.
New York: Routledge, 2011. 191200. Print.
5
Satter, Beryl. Family Properties: Race, Real Estate, and the Exploitation of Black Urban America. New
York, N.Y.: Metropolitan, 2009. Print.
6
Further Reading Chung, Connie. "Connecting Public Schools to Community Development." The
Community Development Reader. By James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert. New York: Routledge,
2011.134139. Print.
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McCarver also suggested making sure that the CDC is “well incorporated” from the beginning, meaning that
obtaining 501(c)3 status is done properly both at the federal and state level. This involves ensuring the
mission statement reflects all possible issues that the CDC could be involved with. If incorporation is not
done broadly enough, it will cost the CDC $300 to incorporate again. The CDCs recommend using a pro
bono lawyer from the beginning of the incorporation process. McCarver provided an example of a
comprehensive mission statement:
“To preserve and enhance the residential character of the Colony Park neighborhood
by providing programs for schools, transportation, employment, training, housing, and
health and safety in the area.”
From the history of Clarksville, we learned a valuable lesson about how important a strong set of bylaws can
be. Clarksville’s original set of bylaws did not have a wellformed system of checks and balances within their
governing system. About 20 years ago, much of the original board was retiring or leaving. During the
election for the new board, a group came into the meeting and essentially voted themselves into all seats,
completely taking over the CCDC. During the time of the “bad board,” as Reed called them, the CCDC lost
most of the lowincome housing they had acquired for families because the board was pocketing the money,
not maintaining the properties, and moving themselves and their family members into the houses. Their
activities were noticed by the city due to bad reporting. After about 5 years, the community ultimately
decided on a reform within the CCDC to prevent it from going bankrupt by rewriting the bylaws. Clarksville
shows us that when writing the bylaws, it is necessary to try and envision all potential issues that could
arise.

Leadership
“Without the ability to coordinate and work through problems strategically,
CDCs work inefficiently, while increased organizational capacity allows a CDC
to get more from its resources.”
–Norman J. Glickman and Lisa J. Servon, More than Bricks and Sticks
By observing the history of Clarksville’s “bad board”, it is easy to see why having dedicated leadership is
important. Clarksville now understands the need for the leaders to have a strong commitment to the vision
of the CDC. Ideally, the community leaders would identify themselves from within the neighborhood. Having
leaders and organizers that are living and/or working in the neighborhood ensures that they have a full
understanding and connection to the issues. Both residents and institutions fall into this category for having
the potential to be organizers and leaders. Institutions include churches, unions, schools, and the like.
Leadership within institutions focuses on being a connector between the organization and other networks
existing in the community. 7 Mark Rogers also identified the need for leaders to have a “strong organizational
head about them.” Potentially valuable leaders are people who are driven to carry forward a vision as well as
being organized and pragmatic.
While it is important to have people that are energetic and passionate about the issues of community,
producing community leaders includes education. It is equally as important as motivation to make sure to
provide education on what it means to be a community organizer. Most of the skills and leadership will come
from the executive director who requires “vision and a blend of interdisciplinary skills that include
7

Traynor, Bill. "Community Building: Limitations and Promise." The Community Development Reader. By
James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert. New York: Routledge, 2011. 209219. Print.
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entrepreneurship, talent in negotiations, and aptitudes for communication, development, finance, public
relations, and management.”8 The staff also must be skillful which may necessitate outside consultants for
training. Having a board with diverse talents, skills, and expertise (as well as outside contacts) is necessary
to build the organizational capacity (Figure 3).
However, some interviewees warned of problems associated with having one strong leader guide the CDC
over its lifetime. John Henneberger recalled the leadership of the Anderson Hills CDC as “basically one
person running everything.” Ray Galloway, the CDC president, established the CDC to build housing for
African Americans in his neighborhood. He handled city politics and recruited the CDC board with the
intention of populating it with people that would “follow him and let him make the decisions.” Ray Galloway's
recent passing may explain why the CDC is not visibly active today.
Instead of one person leading the CDC for decades, it would behoove the neighborhood to establish good
connections with their community and leadership building opportunities. The Dudley Street Neighborhood
Initiative, a CDC in Boston, Massachusetts, focused on youth development and opportunities for teens and
young adults to lead community programs such as vacant lot cleanups, tree planting, or gardening.9 This
fostered leadership skills at an early age and resulted in a pipeline of empowered community leaders to run
for board positions in the CDC years later.

Direction and Structure to Meetings
Strong leadership feeds into this theme. It was recognized that the meeting held between the CDC and the
community is inevitable and necessary. While it is important to listen to the residents’ concerns about the
neighborhood and understand the issues that everyone is experiencing, it is more important to keep the
meetings focused to keep everyone on track for the vision.
Before meetings, Colony Park CDC’s board should create a plan and strategize. Planning the discussions
creates informative communication between the CDC and the residents to help answer questions and allows
for both sides to have a dialogue. Rogers pointed out that if the meetings do not have a plan, you could
“waste the hour hearing about the neighbor’s dog that barks too much” instead of the intentions of the CDC.
Knowing the best way to conduct productive conversations relates to the need for leadership training. Seek
education on how to organize and not lose momentum.

Persistence Over Momentum
Although a CDC wants to keep the momentum in community conversation, our interviews suggest
momentum is not necessarily the most important element. We asked how the CDC’s kept their momentum
but the answer we heard was more about persistence than vigor.
There are two different scenarios that necessitate persistence for a successful operation. The first scenario
involves being persistent with demands and requests. Mark Rogers pointed out the importance of working
8

Glickman, Norman J and Lisa J. Servon. "More than Bricks and Sticks: Five Components of Community
Development Corporation Capacity." The Community Development Reader. By James DeFilippis and Susan
Saegert. New York: Routledge, 2011. 191200. Print.
9
DSNI. “Youth Opportunities and Development.” Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative.
http://www.dsni.org/youthopportunitiesanddevelopment0
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with people who are involved in the neighborhood to be the “followups.” For each demand made on the city
or other agencies, there should be a network of people calling and emailing to push the issue. A follow up
network ensures that it is not just one person and that the initial pitch is not forgotten. Having one person
reiterate the same message can be easily drownedout, as Colony Park is experiencing with the swimming
pool issue. With twelve people pushing for the issue, the intensity of the problem feels more real and shows
that it is affecting a larger constituency. The need for followup reaches further than just phone calls,
however. Blackshear neighborhood has been experiencing difficulty obtaining the grants and funding they
need. For every project, they are required to submit a new application, even if it restates the same
information, but MathisGaines knows that the funding is necessary so they continue to submit their
applications, even when they do not hear back for five years afterward.
The second scenario is for persistence over the longterm. The CDCs that we spoke to have been in
existence for at least 15 years. At this point in the CDC’s life, there is not a constant need for the community
to intently be involved. For the Clarksville neighborhood, the only time that the residents are active in the
organization is when they host their annual community festivals. Most of the time, Reed says, the CCDC is
focused on “managing their properties and fighting off the developer.” This was their original goal that they
still fight for, but they also have strong ties with the community; so strong that most information is passed by
word of mouth with great success. If a new issue does arise that threatens the residents, it would not be
difficult to mobilize. For GNDC, their committees involve people that are interested in particular issues. In
this way, if only one issue is being tackled, then the other committees have no reason to meet. By giving
people a break, they will not get worn out. GNDC continuously fights different issues that arise, keeping
them persistent. But not every issue is continuously running, meaning that losing momentum is not
detrimental.

Find Your “Cheerleader” within the City Government
Mayer and Keys describe the evolution of the relationships between the city government and CDC in three
stages: 1) conflict, 2) accommodation, and 3) interdependence.10 Colony Park is approaching the
interdependence stage and it is time to start fostering this relationship to make sure it is fruitful and
beneficial in a way that the city government can find Colony Park useful allies to ensure the power is
relatively stable. Rogers cautions that you need to remember to thank the city officials when they have done
something positive that helps you. You also need to stand up to them when they are bullying you, but you
never want to make enemies.
Clarksville has had two different political “cheerleaders” during their history. In the beginning, the wellknown
congressman J.J. Pickle helped them with their protest against the crosstown expressway. Having such an
influential politician fighting alongside them contributed to their success. Today, most of their interactions are
with bureaucracies, namely the Historic Commission and the Parks and Recreation Department. Fifteen
years ago, the historic Hezikiah Haskell House in the Clarksville neighborhood was falling into disrepair.
Reed went to the Historic Commission to fight for its preservation and was not making any headway. Then,
a new employee of the Commission began to get involved in the project. She came to the house and “fell in
love with it.” Since then, she has been a “fairy god mother” and helped CCDC gain control over the House
from the Department of Parks and Recreation. Building off of the CCDCs tactic of starting fresh, both
10

Mayer, Neil and Langley Keyes. "City Government’s Role in the Community Development System.” The
Community Development Reader. By James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert. New York: Routledge,
2011.158166. Print.
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McCarver and Henneberger suggest starting with the new city council members that will be taking their seat
in January under the new 101 city council representative system. McCarver, Rogers, and Henneberger all
see the 101 single member district change as an advantage to local organizations.
To work effectively together with the city, the neighborhood needs to understand that city officials are public
servants. As a servant to the public, elected officials have a responsibility to do what’s right for the citizens.
This concept needs to be clear to the neighborhood. The mindset of some may need to be altered to be in
line with the reality that the city is working for them, not against them, which may be the common mentality
after the initial conflict phase.

Preserve the History
Preserving the area, its character, and its assets may not seem like an important aspect that the Colony
Park CDC needs to handle at this time. However, if it is not recognized and intentionally preserved now, the
community may experience irrevocable damage by the time it becomes an important issue. This may be
when the Sustainable Communities plan begins to be implemented and is fully builtout.
The first step of preservation is to recognize what you have. MathisGaines recommends that Colony Park
“take note” of what is existing and what you don’t want to see disappear. “They have a nice area up there,”
she says, and it would be a shame to see the existing neighborhood wiped out despite (or possibly even
because of) the best intentions of the CDC. One of the features of the neighborhood that would be difficult to
recover once its gone is the housing affordability that currently exists in the neighborhood. McCarver
emphasizes the necessity for such conscious preservation of affordable housing as it becomes more and
more scarce within Austin city limits. Yet, going beyond the housing units themselves, it is imperative to
respect all of the residents, even the lowincome renters. Include them in the conversations, understand
their point of view and incorporate their needs and wants for the neighborhood within the plan for the future.
The master plan that Colony Park just produced with the Farr Associates is boldly titled “The Colony Park
Sustainable Community Initiative.” With the definition of sustainable being “able to be maintained,” it is
important to take care to preserve the whole community and its character. A community’s housing stock
affects its sustainability in several ways. One of these ways is a community’s ability to house “essential
professions” such as service workers, teachers, firefighters, and nurses.11 With the new development
proposed for the community combined with the influx of inmigration and rising housing costs in the Austin
municipal area, these essential professions that currently compose a percentage of the population residing
in Colony Park, may see their housing costs rise, pushing them to move outward.12 This impending threat
underscores the importance of preservation in all parts of the neighborhood.

Diversity
Aiming for a diverse organization creates a well rounded, inclusive, and respected organization. The CDC
should aim for diversity in race, income, issues, and choices. John Henneberger notes that every CDC from
11

Wheeler, Stephen. "Sustainability in Community Development." The Community Development Reader. By
James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert. New York: Routledge, 2011. 174183. Print.
12
Wheeler, Stephen. "Sustainability in Community Development." The Community Development Reader. By
James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert. New York: Routledge, 2011. 174183. Print.
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Austin has been multiracial, except for Anderson Hills Community Development Corporation, which is
currently inactive. John says, “It just takes one person at a time… if the black homeowners can make just
one friend with a Hispanic renter, more could follow.” He suggests building the connections with different
populations slowly. Bo McCarver also mentions the need for diversity in income levels:
“We do have some upscale people moving in…and it’s okay to have some diversity in
a neighborhood. And some of the upscale people who moved in support the nonprofit
and work and volunteer and donate money and time for it.”
Gaining a diverse mix of people may seem difficult, but Bill Traynor suggests combining a diversity of people
with a diversity of choices. The CDC could aim to provide and connect a variety of activities, programs,
issues, and projects “that would attract a variety of people… and offer a range of choices for doing different
things.”13 The variety of activities should also incorporate different levels of engagement to appeal to the
needs of a wider range of residents and encourage involvement.14 In this way, it becomes more likely that
the CDC has the capacity to represent all the residents.

Partnerships
Partnering and maintaining relationships with local existing networks helps further the goals of the CDC. The
last theme identified in our interviews was to connect and reach out to organizations inside and outside the
community that could be useful in attaining the mission for the CDC. The first suggestion was to use local
community gathering places for announcements and flyers, for example grocery stores, churches, and
schools. These places can also be helpful by expanding the network and scope of the organization to easily
reach people. The second suggestion was to identify other organizations with the city or state that are
fighting for the same cause. This point reverts back to the theme of persistence, as more than one group
fighting for the same cause shows the city that the issue is real and makes it more tangible. The CDCs we
interviewed reminds us to not be afraid to partner with other people.

13

Traynor, Bill. "Community Building: Limitations and Promise." The Community Development Reader. By
James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert. New York: Routledge, 2011. 209219. Print.
14
Traynor, Bill. "Community Building: Limitations and Promise." The Community Development Reader. By
James DeFilippis and Susan Saegert. New York: Routledge, 2011. 209219. Print.
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Recommendations
The conversations with local CDCs offered several specific ways for Colony Park to move forward. These
recommendations are specific to a startup CDC and should be completed within the first five years.

Review and refine organization bylaws and mission statement.
Although Colony Park has already formed their bylaws, the CDC should review and refine them based on
our conversations with local CDCs. Based on Blackland and Clarksville’s experiences, we recommend the
bylaws reflect staggered terms of board members. For example, Blackland CDC’s seven board members
have threeyear terms. Three members are elected one year, two the next, and two the next to ensure that
the majority of the board is never elected in one year. This protects the CDC from a hostile takeover similar
to what Clarksville experienced. The bylaws can also detail that board members should be 18 years and
over and have lived or worked in the neighborhood for at least one year.
Blackland also recommends requiring in the bylaws a deadline for nominations and announcements for
board candidates. Blackland requires that anyone running for a position must announce they are doing so
one month before the election. That way if someone is running that is hostile towards the organization,
other candidates have time to campaign against them. This will also protect and preserve the mission of the
CDC.
Lastly, Colony Park should review their mission statement to ensure it is broad enough to allow them to seek
out funding and activities related to all of the issues they expect to address in their community. If the
organization wants to change their mission statement after incorporating as a 501(c)3, they may need to
incorporate again, which will cost $300 and more time and effort.

Contact Texas CBar to ensure the CDC is incorporated properly.
Incorporation as a 501(c)3 and recognition as a nonprofit requires procedures at both the federal and state
levels. It can be a complicated process and therefore must be done correctly. Texas CBar is an
organization that connects nonprofits to pro bono legal services. These services have been used by most, if
not all, of the CDCs we spoke with. To use their services, Texas CBar requires nonprofits to fill out an
application. The link and other contact information can be found in the Resource List (Figure 1).

Develop a strategic plan.
Colony Park has recognized and outlined the specific issues they want to address, which should be
incorporated into the mission statement. Next, the CDC should detail their goals for these issues and
actions for reaching these goals. Blackland has a strategic plan that does exactly this. The plan can be
used as a way to bring the community together to define its goals. The completed plan can also be used to
gain more community support. “People get involved because of causes,” says McCarver. If the strategic
plan outlines a goal that a resident wants to see realized or an action plan the resident thinks they can do,
they may become more involved in the CDC.
Creating the strategic plan may require some outside expertise. We suggest partnering with UT’s planning
students or the Division of Diversity and Community Engagement to accomplish this. The local nonprofit
Greenlights for Nonprofit Success is also a great resource that may be able to help with the plan and any
other services the CDC requires. Their contact information can be found in the Resource List.
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Retain the neighborhood association.
Many of the local CDCs emphasized the importance of partnering with city elected officials or staff to get
things done. However, if the CDC is interested in leveraging community support of a political candidate for
the candidate’s support later, it would be wise for Colony Park to retain the existence of the neighborhood
association. Nonprofits cannot support politicians or parties. “Causes, not candidates,” McCarver reminds.
However, neighborhood associations can endorse politicians. If being political is important to the CDC, they
need to consider retaining the neighborhood association.
It is also easy to retain both of the organizations. McCarver mentioned that some of the CDC board
members are the same people active in the neighborhood association. Mark Rogers explained that when
Blackland first started, they held their meetings immediately after the neighborhood association’s meetings
so that those who were interested in both could easily attend both. This may also be a great way to get
more residents involved in both of the organizations.

Connect with the District 1 council member and other newlyelected local politicians.
Many of the organizations recognized the new 101 representative system as an opportunity for Colony
Park. Each of the ten geographic districts in Austin will now have one councilperson to represent them. This
may equate to having one local elected official that Colony Park should be able to hold accountable for
bringing better conditions for their community. Henneberger outlines a potential strategy associated with
connecting with the future District 1 councilmember, likely through the neighborhood association to avoid
conflicts of interest:
“You want Houston to owe you. You go to her and say, ‘You need our help now. We’ll
need your help later.’ Walk her through the neighborhood. Drive people to the polls on
Election day. Go to the victory party. Give her the number of people you took to the polls.
Bring Hispanic members of the community to the polls as a swing vote. Houston will know
that she will need the Hispanic vote in the future [to get elected]...If you can’t get
[community] people, then get students to volunteer for the community. Just demonstrate
that the leaders of the community can mobilize.”

Set up a board education program within the first 5 years.
“You’re not born knowing how to run a nonprofit or be on a board,” McCarver pointed out. He also noted
that the average nonprofit goes out of business in 4 years, usually for reasons related to conflicts of interest.
That is why it is important to plan a board education program within the first few years of starting the CDC.
Board members need to know what they can and cannot do as members, including accepting gifts,
nepotism, or simply being paid to be a board member. Being unaware of nonprofit rules can also hurt the
CDC’s credibility and lead to a loss of community support.
Education does not need to be set up by the CDC, but the organization could find educational seminars and
conferences to attend, which members could later be reimbursed for attending. Other resources are
available online or locally. Austin Community College has many online resources and seminars related to
starting a nonprofit. They also offer certificate programs in nonprofit studies. United Way for Greater
Austin’s Volunteer Project Leader Program may be a great fit for residents volunteering in the CDC
interested in becoming a leader in the organization. Lastly, University of Kansas’ Community Toolbox has a
wealth of online resources to bring about community change. The websites and contact information for
these organizations can be found on the Resource List (Figure 1).
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Start a community newsletter.
A newsletter to residents can help maintain transparency with the community by updating them about the
actions being taken by the CDC to address community conditions. The newsletter, McCarver points out, is a
place where you can inform the community about what is being accomplished from the strategic plan and
opportunities to participate.
Perhaps most importantly, the newsletter is a chance to publicize CDC accomplishments. It may help to
prioritize the issues and activities you will do first based not only on how “winnable” they are, but also how
visible the improvements are. Henneberger recommends doing “everything you can” to publicize your
victories.
He offers a memorable victory in Clarksville as an example. The neighborhood wanted streetlights put at
one intersection near a school. At the time it was only stop signs, and kids had a hard time crossing the
street. “There had been some close calls,”Henneberger recalled. The CDC called the city and told them
they wanted a streetlight. The city came out, did a traffic study, and determined there was not enough traffic
to put a streetlight there. Dissatisfied with the city’s lack of action, the neighborhood decided to have the
kids in the school band play their musical instruments and parade around the intersection holding up traffic
all day. The news stations came out to publicize the event. Clarksville ended up getting their traffic light.
When they did, they held a ribbon cutting ceremony and had a big celebration with food and music.

Build community connections.
The CDC must represent the entire community and not just a specific group within the community. If the
CDC was only representative of one group and acted solely on their interests, it may create further divides in
the community. Groups of residents may become very hostile towards the organization. Therefore, building
connections with all races, ethnicities, and household tenures in the neighborhood is extremely important for
organizational success.
The diversity of the neighborhood must be reflected in the CDC’s governance as well. Having a diverse
board and leaders will demonstrate to all groups that they have a voice in the organization. However,
current CDC leaders may not yet have a solid relationship with all groups to create a diverse board. Thus,
more connections with community members must be made, maintained, and strengthened.
Building community connections can be done by hosting community events. Clarksville hosts an annual ice
cream social, family fun festival, and potlucks in the park. Another way to build connections with the
community is to work with existing institutions in the community that already bring people together. Perhaps
starting projects that will involve the schoolchildren in the community will bring together the adults and spur
their involvement in the CDC. The CDC could also partner with the recreation center to support existing
events and teams and even host the organizational meetings at the center to encourage those playing there
to attend the meetings as well.

Build and maintain relationships with other organizations.
Colony Park has already worked with Austinbased organizations such as UT’s Division for Diversity &
Community Engagement to develop the Sustainable Communities Plan. Moving forward, Colony Park
should continue to collaborate with other organizations in the Austin area whose interests are aligned with
the community’s goals. For example, in tackling the presence of slumlords in their community, Colony Park
could partner with the Rundberg Lane community and others calling for the city to require rental registration
and improve code enforcement. Building coalitions like this may help increase the power behind the cause.
To further abolish slumlords in their community, Colony Park could work with Foundation Communities or
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the Housing Authority of the City of Austin to acquire the properties and ensure they are managed properly.
The CDC could also work to acquire the properties themselves and manage them if they desire.

Create Specific Committees
Mark Rogers recommended to create specific committees within the CDC to work towards particular goals
and strategies. He notes that not all of the CDC activities need to be run by the Board or leaders in the
organization, and not everyone in the community needs to be involved in every CDC activity. Creating
committees to address specific neighborhood campaigns will also create additional leadership opportunities
aside from the Board. Committees could further empower the community and give them an attainable way
to get involved with the organization. Leadership development is an effective way to CDC longevity.
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Funding Strategies
After arranging the recommendations for future CDC operation strategies, we researched nonprofit funding
opportunities. As a startup CDC, it seems apparent that the Colony Park CDC would need to find a way to
get resources as well as ideas to improve the community’s central issues. Thus, we researched three
categories of available resources (foundation grants, existing government programs, and microloans for
Community Economic Development) to provide introductory resource information for Colony Park. Since we
had limited time to research, we could not review and analyze all the available resources. We hope these
specific resources will be a meaningful starting point for the CDC’s future resource access.
Foundation Grants
One of the most common ways nonprofits obtain resources is by seeking grants from foundations that
provide direct funding for diverse nonprofit activities. A grant program has its own ‘locational focus’, ‘fields of
interest’ and ‘type of support’. Some grant programs operate on an invitationonly basis while others will
accept a Letter of Interest (LOI) and subsequent application from grantees.
We used Foundation Directory Online professional service (https://fdo.foundationcenter.org/) to locate useful
foundation grants. While the directory is very expensive to gain access as an individual, the UT Regional
Foundation Library on 11th Street has made this service available to all local nonprofits free of charge for an
unlimited time.
The directory also makes available each foundation’s 990 tax form, which was used to check the
grantmaker’s recent giving history. Both the grant information sheets and each foundation’s information is
attached to this report in Appendix A and B. The grants were filtered considering the following four
important factors:
1. Location of Grantmakers (Austin<Texas<Nation) and their Locational focus
(Austin<Texas<Nation)
2. Grantmaker’s field of interest regarding the central issues
3. Admission of a LOI or application from a CDC
4. Grantmaker’s grant history that is seemingly compatible with the CPCDC (project by the CDC
itself or a collaboration between the CPCDC and other organizations such as local schools or
clinics)
The results were the following 23 grants categorized by issue. For the specific information regarding the 23
grants, see the Appendix.
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Existing Government Programs
Although systemized governmental programs might be the most accessible resource for nonprofits, they can
be ignored due to lack of information. Due to limited resources and possible intense competition, the
government is not likely to widely advertise their program. However, these resources often exclusively serve
organizations on a firstcomefirstserved basis. Therefore, understanding of existing governmental
programs is important for the startup CDC to ensure they do not lose out on chances to secure these
resources. In addition, understanding the governmental programs for lowincome individuals or households
would be useful for CDCs. The CDC could play a role as an intermediary between government and the
people willing to build relationships for community benefit. The understanding of governmental programs
and resources could be a basic element to discover better practical solutions for the current community
issues.
The following 11 relevant governmental programs were found through the City of Austin’s official website
and relevant program documents on their website. For the specific information of the 11 governmental
programs, see Appendix B.
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Micro Loans for Community Economic Development
Although many locationbased CDCs focus on affordable housing, Community Economic Development
should be significantly considered as a successful CDC’s goal to bring longterm improvement to a
lowincome community. A CDC might be a catalyst to begin a communitybased business like a coop
grocery, day care or community café. A CDC might operate a new communitysharing business like
carsharing or talentsharing. In addition, a CDC might develop a support program for both existing and
prospective small business owners. However, because the implementation of these ideas requires upfront
costs, a CDC should know where available and affordable resources exist to spur economic development.
Thus, we researched lenders who provide lowrate and affordable lending services for nonprofits and small
businesses. There are two nonprofit lenders in the Austin area. We also added one nonprofit who provides
free small business mentoring, which could help to increase the community’s economic capacity. For the
specific information of the three nonprofits, see Appendix B.
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Type of Support

Eligibility

Loan Amount

People Fund

Small Business and
Nonprofit, microloan
lending and Education

Small business owners
including startup
businesses, nonprofits,
and mature businesses in
TX

For startup to be any
business with less than 2
years of operations up to
$100,000; Maximum loan
amount for an existing
business is $250,000

Big Austin

Small business microloan
lending, Counseling,
Education/training,

Fitness within the SBA size
standards at time of
application; The business
located in the City of
Austin; Being unable to
qualify for or afford a
conventional bank loan;
Proof of a minimum of 10%
equity injection; The only
nonprofits that can lend to
are childcare centers

Small businesses with
micro loans of up to
$50,000; Oneonone
support and continuous
counseling; New
businesses or businesses
in operation less than a
year may obtain up to
$15,000; A business
concept statement are
eligible to apply for up to
$5,000

Austin Score

Small business free
mentoring, Low cost small
business educational
workshop, Templates &
Tools to assist in starting
or growing business
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Appendix A
Figure 1: Resource List
Texas CBAR

UT Regional Foundation Library

www.texascbar.org
4920 N. IH35
Austin, Texas 78751
(512) 3742712
texascbar@trla.org

www.ddce.utexas.edu/foundationlibrary
1009 East 11th Street, 2nd Floor
Austin, TX 78702
5124757373
ellenml@austin.utexas.edu

To apply for assistance:
http://texascbar.org/nonprofits/applynow/

Greenlights for Nonprofit Success
www.greenlights.org
8303 N. MoPac Expwy, Suite A201
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 4775955

Austin Community College Center for
Community Based & Nonprofit
Organizations

United Way Leadership Development
www.unitedwayaustin.org/buildingphilanthropy/lea
dershipdevelopment/
United Way for Greater Austin
2000 E. MLK Jr. Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78702
(512) 4726267
info@uwatx.org

University of Kansas Community
Toolbox
www.ctb.ku.edu./en

www.nonprofitaustin.org/
5930 Middle Fiskville Road, Austin, TX 78752
Phone: 5122237051
lisa.bussett@austincc.edu
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Figure 2: Interviews
Clarksville Community Development Corporation (CCDC)
Mary Reed, President
1.

After the CDC was founded, how did you proceed? What were some of the first action you took?

The CCDC was formed in the 1970’s in reaction to large construction project that was wiping out
parts of the community. This construction was particularly destructive because of the history of the
neighborhood. The first project that impacted the neighborhood was Mopac. When Mopac was complete, it
had wiped out ⅓ of the population and displaced many family and closed the rest of the neighborhood off to
downtown. Then there was plans to build another expressway that would cross through the neighborhood in
the late 60’s. There was pressure from the urban renewal money that created Mopac and from developers
who wanted to develop along Mopac. Clarksville came together and formed the CDC which successfully
stopped the crosstown expressway plan. After that success, the key mission of the group was to build or
acquire housing in the neighborhood for the displaced families from the building of Mopac. With the rules of
the FHA, “you cant say its for black people” so the housing was open to anyone who is low income with
children, which has created an ethnically diverse neighborhood. Correspondingly, the organization is
ethnically and economically diverse.
2.

How did you get people involved? Who was it you were trying to involve? How did you reach these
people?

Considering the CCDC was formed 40 years ago, the original members are no longer involved so
the actual tactics that were used originally are unknown. However, speaking to neighborhood involvement,
the board of directors is required to either live or work in the community and that rule still holds true. The
current board all lives in the neighborhood. Since the CDC is fully developed as a corporation, Ms. Reed
noted that direct community involvement on a day to day basis is unnecessary. They are still working on the
original goal of the CCDC by providing affordable housing to eligible families and they also continuously fight
developers who want to knock down the houses in the neighborhood.
The only time the CCDC does need the community to be involved is when they are putting on
festivals. Clarksville is a freemans community and, thus, has a strong sense of community. Fostering this
connection was part of the original mission as well and the hold different events throughout the year to bring
people together. To get people involved in these events, its “pretty much just word of mouth,” but they also
will send out flyers, make announcements at the local church, or post announcements on the grocery store
bulletin board.
3.

How did you keep the momentum?

Leadership is key. You have to have someone who truly believes in the mission of the organization
and is organized and motivated to work for the community. The CCDC saw what happens when you don’t
have good leadership in an organization. About 20 years ago, the old board of leaders retired or passed and
some people living in the neighborhood took over. These new people (known as the “bad board”) did not
have the best interest of the community at heart and the CCDC almost went bankrupt because of their poor
ethics. The bad board was taking the income from the renters for themselves and moved themselves and
their families into the homes that were owned by the CCDC. Because of this, they almost put the CCDC out
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of business. After 5 or 6 years, they had a reform and vote for a new board, and the bad board was
defeated. “Its all about leadership. You need people how will put the organization first and want it to survive.”
4.

How do you interact with the city government? What agency have you worked with? What are some
of the political hurdles you ran into while trying to develop the CDC?

CCDC is independent of the city and they don't need to city for funding. Originally though, they did
apply for a block grant to acquire the housing. It was not a difficult fight though. The city was happy to lend
the city to the west side and spread out the affordable housing funding as most of affordable housing was
being build on the east side.
The bad board did get in trouble with the city because they had bad reporting, but for the last 15
years, the relationship with the city has been pretty good. But they are not easy to deal with because “its a
bureaucracy.”
The CCDC mostly deals with the Landmark Commission's because parts of the community are
historical landmarks. The Haskill House is located in the neighborhood and it was designated as a historical
landmark but it was deteriorating. They went to the city and worked with them for that the CCDC now
manages the house and uses it for events and as a museum. At first they did not have much support from
the city on the projects to help save the house but then they found a new city employee who was willing to
come take a look at it. “She fell in love with the house” and has been “our fairy godmother.” She suggests
that you find a couple people to be your champions in the city. They had this same type of “champion” at the
very beginning when they had Representative J.J. Pickle fighting for their cause against the crosstown
expressway.
She also says that is it important to get everyone in the same room at the same table. You have to
understand your own goals first and then meet face to face with all the necessary players to make sure
everyone understands where everyone else is on the issue.
5.

Lessons learned? What would you do differently?

The obvious lesson they learned was to be very careful with the leadership. There needs to be a system of
checks and balances in place to avoid a situation like the bad board. The second lesson is the importance of
a good set of bylaws. You need to be very careful when writing them and make sure you think of everything.
When the organization starts changing, make sure to go back and change the bylaws as well to make sure
they still support the mission.
Declined to answer the last 3 questions as she didn’t feel as though she had enough background to do so.

Guadalupe Neighborhood Development Corporation (GNDC)
Mark Rogers, Executive Director
1.

After the CDC was founded, how did you proceed? What were some of the first action you took?

A city redevelopment project that was initiated without the incorporation of the neighborhood was
the catalyst for organizing leading to the formation of the development corporation in the Guadalupe
Neighborhood, which is a similar situation to Colony park. One of the first things they did was consult a legal
council from the University of Texas. The legal council stayed with them for a year to help form the bylaws
and to make sure all the paper work was correct for their first project. The exact legal council the GNDC
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used is no longer in existence. However, now there is Texas Community Building with Attorney Resources
(Texas CBar). Texas CBar was established in 2000 by Heather Way and “was established to provide free
legal resources and business law services to organizations working to improve the quality of life in
lowincome neighborhoods” (Texas Cbar web). Texas CBar connects small, new, nonprofits with big,
wellknown lawyers for free. This service, then, not only assures that all proceedings are legal, but also
gives the group immediate credibility for being able to get a letter of reference from the established law
office.
The second important initial step they took was creating a direction. The made sure that there was
an organization to community meetings. In community organizations like GNDC and Colony Park, it is
important to have the community be in charge of the issues however, it is more important to make sure there
is direction and structure to ensure that the necessary issues are being addressed and retaining focus. In
this same vein, there needs to be a strong leader among the group with an “organizational head about them”
(Mark Rogers). This person is important to make sure that there is somebody “steering the car” because if
not, then the whole organization will get lost and it is frustrating to continue to be lost.
2.

How did you get people involved? Who was it you were trying to involve? How did you reach these
people?

Rogers pointed out that that to get people involved you first to have an idea. The founders and core
group that is present now should delineate the issues they are faces and determine what the what to
happen. These ideas need to be the focal point because it is most likely the issues that the organization
recognizes is the same problems that are facing the residents of the neighborhood. Once these issues have
been precisely defined, use these “hot bottom items” as a way to get people angry and excited. Rogers
suggests creating flyers for meetings that have “inflammatory and motivating questions” that people can be
passionate about and want to find the answer to. The neighborhood wants what best for them and what is
best for the community. By raising these important questions, people will come to the meetings and discover
that there is something that they can do and that there are other people who have the same concerns.
Once people have been convened, expressed their views, identified their passions, and began to
see the power in the community to make the change, the corporation could create committees focused on
each of these issues. In this way, you can create a plan around each of the issues to help make a path. With
a committee around each, you would help avoid alienating people or focusing on one issue over others.
3.

How did you keep the momentum?

In his experience, Rogers thinks that persistence is more important than momentum. The difference
being that having downtime is not necessarily a bad thing. Sometime there will be issues that are necessary
to stay involved in but If there isn’t, that ok too. If its not necessary to have a meeting for that month, don’t do
it just because it is suppose to be once a month let people take a break. Similarly, if one committee is in the
midst of a project and another is not, only meet with that one committee.
Being persistence is more of a key concept what considering how to move forward. Within the
committees that are formed around each issues, there needs to a strategy. Each action should have a
deadline and a follow up. Rogers describe this process by comparing the committees to battle: strategize,
charge on the target, regroup, rethink the plan, and attach again. Persistence is an advantage to residents
that should be exploited. The advantage comes from the residents constant presence in the neighborhood,
compared to a developers. The developers may seem to have more power but the community should assert
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that they live here and they are not leaving. This inherent value is the key to persistence, in combination to
followups and constant reproaches to the issues.
4.

How do you interact with the city government? What agency have you worked with? What are some
of the political hurdles you ran into while trying to develop the CDC?

When dealing with the city, it is important not to alienate any of the players or “bite the hand that
feeds you.” Yet you would not want to just impress the city or be a passive player. “There’s a time to be a
jerk” Rogers says, “but you also have to be their buddy.” Make sure that you are not ignored in the political
realm and make sure you thanks and praise the political players when they do the right thing. It is important
to remember that the city need you too. The city officials are “public servants,” which means you are their
boss and they are trying to do things that are right for the community. The city does not what the community
against them and this point is hard to communicate to community residents. For GNDC, one of the biggest
hurdles helping the community members to understand that even though the city is powerful and holds the
resources, do not mean that the city will not listen of that one neighborhood does not have power. It is key at
the very beginning to communicate that the neighborhood and the organization is powerful and will have be
able to make a change, not everything is in the cities hands.
GNDC recommends interacting with the city is to find your allies. By looking for more people and
groups that hold the same viewpoints and are working towards similar goals, you have more muscle and
credibility. Being able to create an allegiance and trust other nonprofits or political leaders and activist with
be stronger and more effective in achieving goals. One ally that will be very useful to Colony park is the new
city council representative. This representative will have a direct interest in the CDC and will be able to start
connecting with different political players on Colony Parks behalf. Although this is a new system and maybe
not be effective immediately as the new representative tries to get its footing, in the long run they will be
invaluable.
Within the CDC, Rogers suggests that a few important steps and leadership positions to establish
within the CDC to help be more politically powerful and successful when dealing with the city. First, form a
solid plan and idea of what to do to bring to the city council. Then, have a “writer” within the organization.
The writers is someone who can write a political memo and his job to so send out letters and emails of your
memo to as many political heads as possible for every plan that is presented. Then, there needs to be
“followups.” The followups are people who call or email constantly after the memo has been sent out and
the plan has been presented who bombard the necessary players with the message the community wants
sent. This has to be many people because the city gets “numb” to one person repeating the same thing
(which Colony Park has seen with their swimming pool request). It makes a difference if there is 15 people
calling about the same issue compared to just one. With 15, the city will see that there actually is a problem.
So the followup people should create networks of phone calls or emails to persist on the issues.
5.

What were the lessons learned? What would you do differently?

“Generally,” Rogers reflect, “everything was done well,” of course, “hindsight is always 20/20.” He
says that there were times that they made a bad step, but, overall GNDC would not have done things
differently.
The most important lesson that was learned is to make good allies. Finding legal help and pairing
with established organizations will give you credibility.
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Another tactic that GNDC, as well as other local CDC’s, have used as they start up is “wearing two
hats.” The two hats method that many CDC’s start with is by being both the neighborhood association and
the neighborhood corporation. It may be uncomfortable, but it also may be the most reasonable option. For
example, the neighborhood association would have its meeting at 7 pm on Friday, then when that meeting is
finished, the corporations meeting would start, with the same people leading it, which allows members who
are only interested in the neighborhood meeting a chance to leave, and those interested in both a
convenient time to be involved. As time goes on, the corporation will have more projects and become too
busy to hold a short meeting after the neighborhood association meeting and will naturally establish itself
separately. Likewise, at the beginning, it is common for the CDC to form a “democratic” membership (i.e.
anyone over 18 and living in this neighborhood) however, as the corporation moves forward and needs to
managers its assets, like any other corporation, it may need to narrow down the definition of its membership
to be good for the business.
6.

Do you think this can be replicated by another CDC today?

Mark Rogers seems to agree that this model could be replicated and is replicated as he sees many
similarities between the GNDC and the operations of Backlands CDC and Blackshear NDC, even though
they are all at different phases of existence. Mark Rogers extends an invite the Colony Park CDC to attend a
meeting at GNDC if they would like a closer look at their operations.
7.

How should we organize around some of the issues in Colony Park?

Organizing around issues comes with forming the committees. Each of the committees are formed
by people that have shown an interest in a certain issue they find pressing in the area and they work
together to find that solution. The committees show each have a writer and followups as well. The
committees will change as the programs change and one person can be involved in more than one group.
8.

What funding sources could help Colony Park tackle some of the issues they are dealing with?

Mr. Rogers firmly believes that the first steps is defining the issues. The funding and sources come
afterward. Finding the right allies and partners first may be more necessary than finding the right funding.

Blackland CDC
Bo McCarver, Chairman of the Board
I spent time explaining to him the five issues that Colony Park said they want to address. Words in brackets
[ ] were added or said by the interviewer.
1.

After the CDC was founded, how did you proceed? What were some of the first action you
took?

Bo: Well let me ask you something. Has Colony Park already incorporated? [I don’t know] Have they gotten
501(c)3 status? [I don’t know; all I know is they have formed their bylaws] Well, it’s important how they
incorporate. A lot of nonprofits start out and they make the mistake of incorporating very narrowly, like just
for education or training, or just for housing, or just for jobs, or just for a specific thing. Butand then later on,
they find out that they wanted to do other things but they didn’t incorporate broadly enough and their scope
is so narrow, they have to reincorporate years later. So one thing, if they have not incorporated yet, that
they incorporate very broadly so that they can expand their scope as they have an opportunity. They have a
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lot of things here, but they need to incorporate with some sort of scope that allows them to keep going
incorporated. It costs $300 every time you do that, and then you have to sit down and redo it. So,
incorporate broadly. They need a broad statement when they incorporate like I’ll give you ours, which has
served us for 33 years: “To preserve and enhance the residential character of the Colony Park
neighborhood by providing programs for schools, transportation, employment, training, housing, and health
and safety in the area.” That does just about everything except one thing: if they ever want to get involved in
dealing with animals, they need to somehow weave in veterinary services. A lot of neighborhoods are
plagued with stray cats and dogs, colonies of those things. So that’s about the only thing that that first
statement doesn’t and they could put things in there like the environment or parks and recreation. If they do
that, then they’ll probably never have to reincorporate. Okay, I solved that problem for them.
I can understand these things [the issues bullet points]. They gonna write categorical grants to get those, but
I’m going to give you some things they can do that will help them for a long time.
You talked with Clarksville. They had one time had 30 something houses. Now they have 8. Did they tell you
that? [I don’t know. I wasn’t in that interview] They shrunk. They shrunk because they were ambushed by a
bunch of upscale gentrifiers. Their board would walk in every August and elect themselves 5 people. Came
in like zombies, and one August they walked in and there were 30 people in the room from the residential
area, and those people voted themselves in and those out. Sold every house they could and shrunk their
housing stock down to at that time about 15 and they continued to lose them year by year. Only thing you
had left were those that were encumbered by federal laws to stay open. So they were taken over by
gentrifiers. New white folks, upscale lawyers, and their kids moved into the area and replaced the older
Clarksville neighborhood. They wanted to get rid of the CDC, so they had a hostile takeover. Here’s what
you learn from that: elect your board on staggered terms so that the majority is never elected in a single
year. In the bylaws. So in our case, in the Blackland CDC, we have seven board members. We elect 3 one
year, 2 the next year, and 2 the next. All of them are elected for three year terms. On no year, can any of the
old board majority be elected. We cannot be taken over in a hostile takeover. And they must announce a
month before they run. That way you know who’s running and who’s coming. You don’t walk in the door and
get elected that night. So if you get somebody that’s been hostile to the nonprofit through the years and they
decide they’re gonna run, then you have an opportunity to defeat them with votes. There are people in their
own neighborhoods that are there to gentrify and get rid of all the lowincome people and increase the
housing affluence and increase property value. They do it by getting rid of all the rental housing they can.
They want upscale people to move in and gentrify the neighborhood. They make money on it. And realtors
love them. And so unless you keep them off your board and out of your board, you won’t have a board. You
won’t have a nonprofit. There are some ugly, greedy people out there. So the way you structure your board
is really important.
It’s real important that they have a strategic plan, so they know what they’re trying to do. And their plan has
it takes a lot of time to do the first one, but every year you adapt it a little bit, add things, take things away,
but they need a strategic plan that shows all their goals. And it needs to have an action plan. “This is how
we’re gonna get it.” Because if they have something really broad in there like global warming well they’re
gonna have to say how they’re gonna do it. Are they gonna put water harvesting on their houses? Raised
bed gardens? Gardens at all? Solar energy? If it’s specific, if they’re gonna put solar hot water in their
houses then they go looking for that grant. That’s what activates all their grants. [The issues sheet] These
are just maladies and problems they can address if their strategic plan. They have to really get some goals
and activities in there that make a strategic plan.
[Is there anything else?]
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The key thing is how they structure that board. Under their bylaws, they should have to be a member of the
neighborhood for, or live in the neighborhood for one year and be over 18 years old. You don’t want anyone
that hasn’t lived there for a while. Because then you get the experts from out of town and you get residents
that know everything and they have no idea what the purpose of the board is. There’s a lot of things they
can get into once they get their board set up. You know about Texas CBar. They need a lawyer when they
incorporate. CBar will help them find a lawyer to help them incorporate. The lawyer will help them make
sure they get the wording right and help them file with the state secretary of the state of Texas. They file two
places: they get incorporated with the state of Texas and they also, for their nonprofit status, the IRS makes
them taxexempt, they have to get a 501(c)3 status with the IRS. So you do two things: federal and state. A
lawyer will help them go through that.
In the first five years, especially, they need to set up a program for board education. You’re not born
knowing how to run a nonprofit or be on a board. And there’s a lot of flaws they can make. The average
nonprofit goes out of business in 4 years. Most go out of business because of board conflicts of interest.
Giving themselves gifts, taking money for spending time on the board. You cannot be on a nonprofit board
and get paid. Can’t do it. You can get reimbursed to go to training but not an hourly rate. When they
incorporate they have to set up policies that define what a conflict of interest is, and in that they have to
define nepotism. Such as leasing a house to a daughter.
You also have a problem, when you’re doing unethical things, is with the community. Another thing they
need to do if they haven’t already done it, is they need to have a very active community newsletter. That
needs to describe their activities, who’s on the board, what they’re goals are, inform about the strategic plan
from time to time, invite the community to participate from time to time. You want it to be by the community
not for the community. It’s gotta be built out of the community itself and keep that board in rapport with the
community. Everybody knows what’s going on. That can be dangerous, for some organizations when they’re
trying to do something that some of their residents don’t like. That’s why I ask earlier: Is there a
neighborhood association.
The association can get involved in politics. They can endorse someone for mayor or council, etc. A
nonprofit can get involved with causes, not people. They cannot be involved in political campaigns. We in
this neighborhood put out some things for Austin Neighborhood Council against Proposition 1. We did not
get involved in any of the other council elections. [I mentioned what John told me about volunteering for Ora
Houston and leveraging that for help] The CDC cannot endorse Ora Houston. As a nonprofit you cannot
endorse individuals candidates. [But.. you can assist… volunteer?] No. Not in the name of the organization.
Now, if Ora had a housing platform, they could endorse her housing platform. And if her opponent had a
good one too, they could endorse both housing platforms, or favor one of the other but they couldn’t favor
the candidate. Causes not candidates. Now, if members of the CDC as individuals want to go out and
support Ora, they can. A CDC cannot endorse her. Make sure that’s clear to them. A nonprofit cannot be
republican, democrat, green or anything like that.
Now what we do in Blackland is we have a neighborhood association. Neighborhood associations can
endorse the devil, God, the pope, or Ora Houston because they can be politically active. And we have an
overlap with the Neighborhood Association of about 50%. Our nonprofit board and neighborhood association
are some of the same people. Not always, but generally they are. So the Neighborhood Association is the
political wing that endorse the candidates, and the nonprofit is the economic development wing that can
address all these issues.
2.

How do you get people involved?
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People get involved because of causes. No one wants to be on the board just to be on the board. You don’t
want those people that are in it for the fame. They have to be interested in some of these issues. They’re
there because of failing schools. That’s a good one. You get involved because you strategic plan’s gonna
address that (you gotta figure out what you’re gonna do about it). Poverty, you address.. well what you all
got here.. what they got is “high concentration of subsidized housing.” Are they gonna be against subsidized
housing? [I don’t they they are for it.] Why are they gonna form? Just for these things? They want to get rid
of affordable housing? I don’t think I want to talk to you anymore.
[I explained the sustainable communities plan, that they didn’t want a lot of affordable housing in the new
development. They really just want more rooftops as opposed to worrying about affordability because they
want the City to recognize they exist and give them more amenities.]
When you bring middle class, upscale people into the area, all these things [the issues] will happen. And
then, once you’ve done that, you won’t have any more poor people and everyone out there will live happily
ever after except the poor people will go somewhere else and create another Colony Park somewhere
further out. And then they will have transportation issues, and school issues, have mortality problems.
You’re just gonna spread it somewhere else. Why are you bothering? Why are you doing it? If all you want
to do is upscale the area, as far as I’m concerned, I’m not interested. We’re fighting gentrification here and if
that’s all they’re gonna do is bring in upscale people.
[I don’t think Colony Park finds a need to preserve the affordability of their existing community because once
the plan’s built out, it’s gonna be different.]
Well, I would really like to see another CDC start that wants to keep affordability, but this group’s on the
other side. I wouldn’t want them in Blackland. We work very hard to keep affordable housing here and we’re
going to continue to do that. We do have some upscale people moving in. You know we have that and it’s
okay to have some diversity in a neighborhood. And some of the upscale people who moved in support the
nonprofit and work and volunteer and donate money and time for it. Some of our best board members are
what you would call middle and uppermiddle income people. An architect is on the board.. but they’re not
the majority and the board is made up of some tenants. Our point is to have a diverse neighborhood. It’s in
our strategic plan to maintain the diversity and you do that by keeping an affordable housing stock. And if
they do not embrace the goal of keeping some of their affordable housing then all they’re doing is turning it
into a real estate mecca and while it occurs they will get a cluster of people and eventually people are gonna
come out there because it’s cheap. I don’t know what the real estate what’s block selling for out there? [I
don’t know] Go online and see what they appraise the lots on TCAD. The appraisal’s about 20% less than
what it’s actually worth. Lots in this neighborhood are worth $155,000 and by the time you put a modest
$100,000 house on it it’s worth about a quarter million dollars and that is not affordable to a nonprofit or a
lower income individual. We can’t buy lots and put houses on it at that much money and we have to take out
a loan in addition to HOME funds, federal funds. We can’t put lowincome people on a lot that’s that high.
Fortunately, we started doing this 34 years ago so we accumulated 49 units on 32 lots. And we can densify
some of our lots and double up on them and so forth. We have 50 houses now. We’ll probably end up
somewhere around 70 before we max out our density in here. But we only have 25% of the nonprofit’s area
with lowincome housing and we only rent to people making less than 60% median family income. And we
locked us into a land trust for 99 years and we did that 2 years ago so we got 97 years left of affordable
housing in this neighborhood. And any affluent people who move and and want to do what these [CP]
people want to do who think they’re gonna push out all the low income people are gonna have to wait 97
years. It’s not gonna happen.
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But I tell you what. If these people are gonna try to get rid of all the poor people and all the affordable
housing. [They’re not trying to get rid of all the poor people] So they have no plan to retain any of their
lowincome housing or any desire to do so? They don’t have any desire to do it. This interviews over. I don’t
want to help them. I really don’t. If they are not going to preserve any of their affordable housing and retain
the heritage of their neighborhood, then the Blackland chair is not interested in dealing with them. That’s the
opposite of what we’re about here.

Blackshear Neighborhood
Cynthia MathisGaines, former Vice President and current property manager
1.

After the CDC was founded, how did you proceed? What were some of the first action you took?

The eastside neighborhood had to fight threat to urban renewal that was encroaching on the
tightknit neighborhood. The fight began in the late 70’s when to neighborhood marched on the state capital
as well on Washington to fight to preserve their neighborhood. The next step the neighborhood group took
was to become a 501(c), non profit organization. Once they achieved this status, they went after all the
housing in the east. The organization fought to get loans for minorities. They also bought some of the
properties and set up a “renttoown” system which is still in place today.
2.

How did you get people involved? Who was it you were trying to involve? How did you reach these
people?

In the beginning, the group when door to door to inform the neighbors about what the area was
facing. They called the neighborhood together to coordinate the marches on the state capital as well as in
washington. They also called the neighborhood to meetings to be able to understand what the people
needed and wanted. They canvassed the whole area, going doortodoor to get the people to fight for the
cause and to get everyone involved in the original meetings to get a broader understanding of the purpose
to the organization from the start.
3.

How did you keep the momentum?

MathisGaines points out the differences between organizing in 2014 compared to organizing in
1980. She said that its harder to get people to fight for the issues that are effecting the area. She also says
thats people don’t like change but “change is here” and it is important to make sure that people are involved
in that change. Blackshear keeps working on the original projects of affordable housing but they continue
fighting for current issues as well. Currently the residents have identified the need for a local park and this is
the biggest issue they are pushing for right now and for the past few years.
4.

How do you interact with the city government? What agency have you worked with? What are some
of the political hurdles you ran into while trying to develop the CDC?

MathisGaines says the city is “great” and Blackshear works with the city frequently. However, she
mentions the constant paperwork hurdles that you runs into. If they could just show the city the plan and the
budget, it would be easier and more straightforward but there are other more tedious steps that need to be
taken. Paperwork and applications seem to be endless and repetitive. After the paperwork has been
completed, its a waiting game. It typically takes two to six years to hear back for a single application. If they
do get the grant, its 5 years after the funding was needed and by that time, they need funding for a more
pressing and recent issue. Reasonably, MathisGaines is frustrated seeing new developments being built
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throughout Austin relatively quickly. If it takes a nonprofit 5 years to get approved for a projects, how are
these big developers getting everything done so quickly? “Its politics” she says and she asserts that it
should not take the city so long to do the right thing.
5.

Lessons learned? What would you do differently?

The biggest lesson learned by working with the CDC is that you have to “keep fighting.” Try to make
everyone happy by understanding the needs of everyone. “Especially the children, do it for the children.”
6.

How should we organize around some of the issues in Colony Park?

She said that the Colony park was a nice neighborhood and they should “keep it clean.” Keep note
of what they have currently to make sure they don’t lose what is important.
7.

What funding sources could help Colony Park tackle some of the issues they are dealing with?

She kept repeating that blackshear needs money, so im not sure she totally knew where to get the
funding herself.

Texas LowIncome Housing Information Service
John Henneberger and Karin Paup, Directors and Founders
I abandoned the interview questions because they were not relevant to this organization. TxLIHIS is an
organization that assists CDCs in community organizing efforts and provides technical and political expertise
to help CDCs address community problems. Instead, I about lessons learned from other CDCs and how
they could be applied to Colony Park today.
Musings on Anderson Hills
Raydel Galloway owned a barbershop on 12th Street. This was during urban renewal, when the city
was tearing down buildings for new construction. The city tore down a lot of buildings in Anderson Hills (on
11th and 12th streets) but didn’t build anything. This neighborhood is where Huston College was, and it was
historically African American. So Ray wanted to build houses for African Americans in the community on the
newly vacant land that the city made. GNDC was already happening at the time. Ray was in a good
position to become a neighborhood leader: he was a barber and knew everyone. He even had some
political clout in that if he put your sign in his window, it meant something in the community. TxLIHIS was
working with GNDC at the time and Anderson Hills saw the organization as being too friendly towards
Hispanics. On the east side, there was a lot of territory claiming (my words) between the Hispanic
neighborhood and the African American neighborhoods. They knew which streets where the boundaries for
their communities. Anyway, as a community leader, Ray handled the politics with the city and got CDBG
funding for his neighborhood. He essentially guilt tripped the city saying that they tore down the
neighborhood and didn’t build anything back. Ray also recruited the CDC board, and essentially populated
the board with people that would follow him and let him make the decisions. Anderson Hills was basically
one person running everything. That may be why today the CDC is not visibly active, seeing as Ray has
recently passed away. It is essential to have a balance of power in CDC governance.
In regards to the lawsuit against Anderson Hills, it was mostly to do with bad relationships between
the city and CDCs in general. The new community development director for the city, Gene Watkins, was a
“crook.” He was the first African American in this position and hated neighborhood CDCs. He made the
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CDCs go through mountains of paperwork and generally made their ability to get funding more difficult.
Watkins sued Anderson Hills about some technical thing through an audit. It may have been that the CDC
used money for something slightly different than what they originally stated they were going to use it for but
still for community activities.
John notes that it would be interesting to look more into the internal divisions that can happen in
CDCs (“when CDCs go bad”). We might want to look into the infighting of various organizations, like the
Clarksville drama, where the city gets in the middle of it, the CDC becomes ineffective, and competition for
money inflates the problem more because other CDCs use the infighting against the other one when
negotiating for more money with the city.
Starting a CDC
John recommends looking for institutions playing the role of a problemsolving entity in the
community already. Look at the leadership of the institution. A CDC needs natural networkers and natural
problemsolvers. Look for institutions like the church parishioners in GNDS, the old community center in
Clarksville, or the Blackland Homeowners Association for opportunities to build from a base for community
organizing and community building. A CDC should be about how to bring what is lacking to a community.
I asked about the possibility of outside institutions to come in and help organize the community,
such as Austin Interfaith. John said that that is not possible. Austin Interfaith only cares about advancing
their own agenda rather than sticking with a community to advance a community’s agenda. But talk to
Karen about the actual capacity of austin interfaith to be a community organizer.
San Antonio’s COPS organization organized churches to spend CDC money. They were really
effective, exerting power at the city hall level. They now emphasize job training and are weaker than they
were. They took a more urban machine political activity approach as opposed to a community development
approach. But they had a lot of power in their day.
How can Colony Park do these things?
John asks the community to think about whether community leadership is possible. Will people
follow? If there is not the energy to move it, it won’t happen. He says community organizing requires two
things: leadership and knowing how to solve the problems. In the communities that TxLIHIS works with, the
people know about the problems and TxLIHIS knows how to fix it. Political things and technical things
require some expertise. Ideally, the director would have this knowledge, but that’s usually not the case. The
neighborhood must be on board with the CDC. There must be a relationship of trust and commitment.
In regards to bringing people together, John says every CDC has been multiracial, except
Anderson. It just takes one person at a time. Build connections slowly. If the black homeowners in CP can
make just one friend with a Hispanic renter, more could follow. CDC governance also needs to be reflective
of the diversity of the community as well.
Prioritizing Issues
I read the five central issues that Colony Park leaders have expressed need to be addressed in their
community. John says the bus stuff could be winnable. CapMetro would be sympathetic to add service.
Roads could be winnable with the change to singlemember districts. He asks whether CP has talked to
Ora. The community needs to talk to whoever is slated to win the District 1 election BEFORE the runoff
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(“You got to be on the winner’s side”). CP [NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION] can leverage volunteer
efforts in exchange for Ora addressing issues in the community.
“You want Houston to owe you. You go to her and say, ‘You need our help now. We’ll need your
help later.’ Walk her through the neighborhood. Drive people to the polls on Election day. Go to the
victory party. Give her the number of people you took to the polls. Bring Hispanic members of the
community to the polls as a swing vote. Houston will know that she will need the Hispanic vote in
the future [to get elected]...If you can’t get [community] people, then get students to volunteer for the
community. Just demonstrate that the leaders of the community can mobilize.”
He also mentioned that the schools will suck up a lot of time and energy and will be very hard to
change. He does not recommend pursuing that first.
Overall, John says to balance the big stuff with shortterm winnable stuff.
“If you can win something, pick that to show that you can do something. A big win motivates people
to stay behind the momentum. Shortterm victories are there to fall back on. Have little things to
show people that you’re getting things done.”
He recalled when he was working with Clarksville how the neighborhood wanted streetlights put at
one intersection that is near a school. At the time it was only stop signs, and kids had a hard time crossing
the street. “There had been some close calls.” So the CDC called the city and told them they wanted a
streetlight. The city came out and laid cords down around the intersection and determined that there was
not enough traffic to put a streetlight there. Dissatisfied with the lack of action by the city, the neighborhood
decided to have the neighborhood kids play their musical instruments (the school had a band) and parade
around the intersection holding up traffic all day. The news came out and everything. And Clarksville ended
up getting their traffic light. When they did, they held a ribbon cutting ceremony and had a big celebration
with food and music. They did everything they could to publicize their victory. Johns says to go for
something that everyone sees and knows that you did it.
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Figure 3: Organizational Capacity
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Grants from Foundations

Category

Foundation/Agency

Grantmaker
Location

Interests

Target Location/People

Types of Support

Breadforjourney

Austin, TX

Community development; Neighborhood
Development

Giving primarily Austin, TX

Seed money

Austin Community
Foundation

Austin, TX

Eduatin and training; Community development
and community services; Health

Travis County, TX for discretionary grants

Building/renovation; Consulting services;
Land acquisition; Matching/challenge
support; Research; Seedmoney; Technical
assistance

Grant Amount

Grant Case

Blackland CDC, $ 1,000 for
affordable housing seed money
in 2011

high: $965,589; Frameworks CDC, $17,500 for
low $500
general support in 2011

Giving limited to TX

Building/renovation; Emergency funds;
General/operating support; Management
development/capacity building; Program
development; Research; Seed money

high:
$3,000,000;
low $2,500

Neighborhood Housing Services
of Dimmit County, Carrizo
Springs; $89,500 for start-up
costs for a food packing plant
created as an economic
development ans job creation
project in a low income area in
2005

Meadow Foundation

Dallas, TX

Adult/continuing education; Child development,
education; Community/economic development;
Education; Employment; Familiy services; Health
care; Transportation; Youth development

Dallas Foundation

Dallas, TX

Social services, education, healthcare

Building/renovation; Emergency funds;
African Americans; Aging; Disablities; People with General/operating support; Management
development/capacity building; Program
economically disadvantaged; Immigrants
development

high:
$6,873,000;
low $3,000

Forest Heights Neighborhood
Development Corporation,
$18,750 for general operation in
2007

Beck Community
Dallas, TX
Development Foundation

Community/economic development; Education;
Highr education; Housing/shelter; Public health

Giving primarily in TX for the benefit of Mexico

Building/renovation; General operation

high: $40,050;
low $1,607

The Bank of America
Charitable Foundation
Inc

Charlotte, NC

Community development; Workforce
Disabilities; People with Economically
Development; Education; Neighborhood Builders disadvantaged

General/operating support; Management
development/capacity building; Program
development

high:
$2,560,503;
low $10

Impact Austin

Austin, TX

Education, Family, Health and Wellness,
Community/economic development

Giving limited to Austin

Projects specific support

Manos de Cristo, Austin,
high: $101,000;
$101,000 for grow clinic for lowlow: $5,900
income patients in 2013

St. David's Foundation

Austin, TX

Improving access to health care for low income
Central Texans

Uninsured and under-insured low income
individuals and families; Giving limited to TX

high:
Core support; Project specific support; Assist
$4,191,459;
community-based clinics and organizations
low: $9,000

General
Operation/
Seed Money

Application

Deadline/Notice

Board meeting

Initial approach: send email to
austin@breadforthjourney.org;
Application form required

None

Initial approach: Submit online
Agency Information Sheet and
attachments; Application form
required

None; Final notifiaction: 4 to 6
months

Initial approach: web proposal;
Application form required

None; Applications are
acknowledged within a week,
usually processed within three to Grant review committee meets
four months; a face-to-face
monthly
meeeing may be scheduled as
needed

Contact Person

Address/Telephone/URL

1807 Nickerson St. Austin, TX 787043546; E-mail: bfjausin@yahoo.com;
URL: austin.breadforthejourney.org

4315 Guadalupe St. Ste. 300, Austin,
MariBen Ramsey, V.P.;
Board meeting date(s): at least 9
TX 78751; Telephone: (512) 472-4483;
mbramsey@austincommunicyfou
times per year
URL:
ndation.org
www.austincommunityfoundation.org

Bruce H. Esterline, V.P., Grants;
E-mail: webgrants3003@mfi.org

Wilson Historic District, 3003 Swiss
Ave. Dallas, TX 75204-6049;
Telephone: (214) 826-9431:
URL:www.mfi.org

Aug. 1 for letters of inquiry for full
Initial approach: Attend
Grantmaing Seminar; Application proposals; Final Notification: MidDec
form required

Laura J. Ward, Dir., Community
Philianthropy; e-mail:
lward@dallasfoundation.org

Reagan Place at Old Parklan, 3963
Maple Ave., Ste. 390, Callas, TX
75219; Telephone: (214) 741-9898;
URL: www.dallasfoundation.org

Capital Area Food Bank of
Texas,$4,500 for general
operating support in 2011

Initial approach: Proposal;
Application form required

None

James A. Gettman, Pres.

1807 Ross Ave., Ste. 500, Dallas, TX
75201-8006; Telephone: (214) 3036200

Gaudalupe NDC, $100,000 for
general operating support in
2011

Application form required;
Complete online eligibility quiz
and application

Jan. 22 to Feb. 14 for Workforce
Development and Education; Apr.
21 to May 9 for Community
Development

Initial approach: Submit online
letter of inquiry; Application form
required

Letters of Inquiry submissions
open 12/02/2014, Jan. 5; Letters
of Inquiry due 01/05/2015 by 5:00
PM; Grant Applications due
02/20/2015 by 6:00 PM

401 N. Tryon St., NC1-021--2-20,
Charlotte, NC 28255-0001; Telephone:
(800) 218-9946; URL: www.
Bankofamerica.com/foundation/index.cf
m

Donna Benson-Chan, Exec. Dir.

P.O. Box 28148, Austin, TX, 787558148; Telephone: (512) 335-5540; Email: contact@impact-austin.org;
URL: www.impact-austin.org

Deborah Durham, MPA , (512)
879-6610

811 Barton Springs Rd., Ste. 600
Austin, TX United States 78704-1164;
Telephone: (512) 879-6600; URL:
stdavidsfoundation.org

Combined Community Action,
Giddings; $30,000 for health
access grant in 2011

Initial approach: Contact the
Due January 15, and grants are
program officer; Application form
awarded in June
required

El Buen Samaritano, $241,000
for pedicatric health care
services at El Buen Samaritano
in 2009

Initial approach: Submit
preliminary grant request online;
Online Application form required;
Not fund more than 25 percent of None
a project’s budget or more than
10 percent of an organization’s
total annual operating expenses

P.O. Box 163867, Austin, TX United
States 78716-3867; E-mail:
info@msdf.org URL: www.msdf.org

Initial approach: Complete online Jan. 15 and June 15
application; Application form not Final notification: Mar. 15 to 31
required
and Aug. 15 to 31

3050 Bowers Ave., MS 0106, Santa
Clara, CA, 95054-3201; E-mail;
applied_materials_foundation@amat.c
om; URL:
www.appliedmaterials.com/company/co
rporate-re…

Health

The Michael and Susan
Dell Foundation

Austin, TX

Applied Materials
Foundation

Adult/continuing education, Charter schools,
Education, Elementary/secondary education,
Food services, Human services Housing/shelter,
Santa Clara, CA
Leadership development, Middle
schools/education, Youth development, adult &
child programs Youth services

Children's health, education, safety, youth
development and early childhood care.

Giving on a local (central TX) , regional, national
and international basis (international emphasis is
on India)

Projects specific support

Giving primarily in areas of company operations,
with emphasis on San Jose, CA, Gloucester, MA,
Kalispell, MT and Austin, TX; Economically
disadvantaged

Continuing support, Curriculum
development, Program development,
Sponsorships

high:
$4,342,107;
low: $1,000

high: $215,556; Pearce Middle School, Austin,
low: $40
$30,000 in 2008

Board meeting date(s): Semiannually

Claudia Schwiefert, Grant Mgr.;
Siobhan Kenney, Exec. Dir.

Grants from Foundations

Category

Foundation/Agency

Target Location/People

Types of Support

Grant Amount

Grant Case

Application

Deadline/Notice

Austin, TX

Building/renovation; Curriculum
development; General/operating support;
high: $135,000; Heart House Austin, $5,000 for
Income development;
low: $3,500
after school programs in 2010
Management development/capacity building;
Program development

Initial approach: Proposal;
Application form not required

None;
Final notification: July 23

Long Foundation

Austin, TX

Children, services, Community/economic
development, Education, Education, Drop-out
prevention Education, Reading, Health care,
Clinics/centers, Higher education

Giving primarily in TX; Giving primarily for
education and youth services, particularly Texas
Hispanic youth.

General/operating support,
Matching/challenge support, Program
development

KIPP Austin Public Schools, Inc,
high: $100,000;
$6,000 for supporting a library
low: $500
expansioin project in 2007

Initial approach: Submit of Letter
of Intent and the Additional
Information form by online;
Application form required

None; Grants are determined in
April or May of each year, with
grant payments occurring usually
in the summer

The Effie and Wofford
Cain Foundation

Austin, TX

Elementary/secondary education,Health care,
Higher education, Secondary school/education

Giving primarily in TX

General support, Program expenses

high:
$1,000,000;
low: $300

KIPP Austin Public Schools, Inc,
$107,986 for supporting to create
Management development/capacity building,
high: $537,500; an integrated information
Matching/challenge support,
low: $1,500
technoloy system to allow for
Program development
continued growth and school in
2011

RGK Foundation

Community Foundation
of Texas

Wells Fargo
Foundation(Austin, TX)

Housing

Interests

Innovative educational, environmental, and
performing arts programs that address community- Giving primarily in Austin and central TX
wide needs not met by conventional means

The Seawell Elam
Foundation

Education

Grantmaker
Location

The JPMorgan Chase
Foundation

The Ford Foundation

Tingari-Silverton
Foundation, Inc.

Board meeting

Board meeting date(s): End of
each quarter

Initial approach: Submit an
None
electronic letter of inquiry form
Board meeting date(s): Mar.,
Final notification: Decision on
available on foundation web site;
June, Sept. and Dec.
Letter of Inquiry within two weeks
Application form required

Education, Formal/general education,
Family services, Health care

Giving National;Children Children/youth,
Economically disadvantaged, Women

Dallas, TX

Education, Health care, Health organizations,
association, Higher education, Hospitals
(general), Human services, Youth services

Building/renovation, Emergency funds
Giving primarily in the Dallas, TX, area (for grants
Equipment, Land acquisition, Program
from unrestricted funds), Donor-Advised grants
development, Seed money, Technical
are available for state of Texas
assistance

Austin, TX

Community/economic development, Economic
development, Education, Elementary/secondary
education, Housing/shelter, Human services,
Financial counseling

Giving primarily in areas of company operations;
Economically disadvantaged People

Continuing support, General/operating
high:
support,
$9,000,000;
Management development/capacity building,
low: $50
Program development

New York, NY

Adult/continuing, EducationChildren/youth
services,
Community development, Neighborhood
development, Small businesses,
Community/economic development, Economic
development, Education, Elementary/secondary
education, Financial services, Higher education,
Housing/shelter, home owners, Human services,
Financial counseling, Leadership development,
Microfinance/microlending, Urban/community
development, Youth development

Giving in areas of company operations in AZ, CA,
CO, Fairfield and New Haven, CT, Washington,
DC, DE, FL, Atlanta, GA, ID, IL, IN, KY, LA,
Boston, MA, MI, MN, St. Louis and Springfield,
MO, NJ, NV, OH, OK, OR, Philadelphia, PA, TX,
UT, WA, WI, and WV, with emphasis on NY;
Economically disadvantaged People

New York, NY

Community/economic development,
Education,Higher education, Housing/shelter,
Human services, Leadership development, Legal
services, Philanthropy/voluntarism
Secondary school/education, Urban/community
development,
Youth development

African Americans, People with Asians/Pacific
Islanders, Economically disadvantaged,
Hispanics/Latinos, Immigrants/refugees,
Indigenous peoples, LGBTQ, Minorities, Women
Youth

Austin, TX

Economic development Education,
Human services

Giving primary emphasis on central TX

Program expenses

Settlement Home for Children,
high: $225,000; Austin, $10,000 for professional
training and retention for low
low: $1,000
income employees

Austin, TX

Children's Health, Job Training and Support
Services, Youth Enrichment

Giving primarily in Austin, TX, Economically
disadvantaged

Building/renovation, General/operating
support
Matching/challenge support, Program
development

Caritas of Austin, $40,000 for
Initial approach: Online grant
supporting education and
high: $250,000;
employment programs, providing application with required
low: $10
opportunities for at-risk
documents
individuals in 2013

Initial approach: Submit letter of
Breakthrough Austin, $100,000 in
inquiry via mail or e-mail;
2008
Application form not required

Robert E. Roth, Pres.; E- mail:
seawellelam@austin.rr.com

Mitchell Long, Secy.-Treas.;
E-mail:
mitchell@longfoundation.org

Athens High school in Athens,
Initial approach: Contact the
TX, $6,000 for program expenses program officer; Application form None
in 2011
required

Austin, TX

Contact Person

Application form not required

Building/renovation, Continuing support,
Curriculum development, General/operating
support, Management development/capacity high:
building, Program development,
$2,370,000;
Program-related investments/loans,
low: $1
Sponsorships,
Technical assistance

Frameworks CDC, $25,000 for
affordable housing in 2013

Initial approach: Complete online
letter of inquiry form; A full
proposal may be requested at a None
later date; Application form
required

Continuing support, Endowments,
General/operating support, Management
development/capacity building, Program
development, Program-related
investments/loans

Grandmont Rsedale
Development Corporation,
Initial approach: submit an
Detroit, $250,000 for abandoned
inquiry online using the Grant
foreclosed housing acquisition
Inquiry Form
and rehabilitation program in
2011

P.O. Box 5335, Austin, TX, 787635335; Telephone: (512) 476-0715

40 N. I-H 35, Ste. 7C2
Austin, TX, 78701-4359; Telephone:
(512) 479-4080; URL:
www.longfoundation.org/content/nav_lf
.html

Lynn Fowler, Secy.-Treas. and
Exec. Dir.

4131 Spicewood Springs Rd., Ste. A-1,
Austin, TX 78759-8658; Telephone:
(512) 346-7490; E-mail:
info@cainfoundation.org

Suzanne Haffey, Grants Assoc.

1301 W. 25th St., Ste. 300
Austin, TX, 78705-4236; Telephone:
(512) 474-9298; URL:
www.rgkfoundation.org

5500 Caruth Haven Ln.
Dallas, TX United States 75225-8146
Telephone: (214) 750-4222
E-mail: donorservices@cftexas.org
URL: www.cftexas.org

Apr. 1 for Donor-Advised grants
letter of inquiry

Blackland CDC, $ 2,500 for
affordable housing in 2011

Address/Telephone/URL

Theresa Alvarez, Vice President
and Community Development
Officer,
Wells Fargo; Telephone: (512)
794-2744 (Direct); Email:
theresa.alvarez@wellsfargo.com

Final notification: 90 to 120 days

Wells Fargo
111 Congress Avenue, 2nd Floor
Austin, TX 78701; URL:
https://www.wellsfargo.com/about/chari
table/tx_guidelines

270 Park Ave., 4th Fl.
New York, NY, 10017-2014;
Telephone: (212) 270-0471; URL:
www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/Co
rporate-Res...

None, grants are made
throughout the year; Final
notification: Three months from
the time a formal proposal is
submitted for a potential grant to
be fully reviewed

320 E. 43rd St.
New York, NY,10017-4801; Telephone:
(212) 573-5000; E-mail:
secretary@fordfoundation.org URL:
www.fordfoundation.org

Initial approach: 1-page summary
via regular mail or e-mail
None
(preferred); Application form not
required.

Andrea Crow

1000 Rio Grande St.
Austin, TX, 78701-2014; Telephone:
(512) 782-0005; E-mail:
info@silvertonfoundation.org; URL:
www.silvertonfoundation.org

Erica Gustafson, Prog. Off.

3600 N. Capital of TX Hwy., Bldg. B,
No. 310, Austin, TX, 78746-3314;
Telephone: (512) 329-0009; E- mail:
info@topferfoundation.org; URL:
www.topferfamilyfoundation.org

Economic
Opportunity

Topfer Family
Foundation

None

Board meeting date(s): Mar.,
June, Sept., and Dec.

Grants from Foundations

Category

Foundation/Agency

The moody Foundation

Economic Harold Simmons
Opportunity Foundation

The Trull Foundation

Grantmaker
Location

Interests

Target Location/People

Types of Support

Palacios, TX

Adult education--literacy, basic skills & GED Child
development, Child development services
Children/youth services Community/economic
Giving primarily in TX, with emphasis on the rural
development, Education, Elementary
TX, south TX, and the Palacios and Matagorda
school/education, Elementary/secondary
County areas; Children/youth
education, Higher education,
Minorities/immigrants

Deadline/Notice

Board meeting

Contact Person

Address/Telephone/URL

6 weeks prior to board meetings
Final notification: 3 weeks after
board meetings

Board meeting date(s): Quarterly Allan Matthews, Grants Dir.

2302 Post Office St., Ste. 704
Galveston, TX , 77550-1936;
Telephone: (409) 797-1500;
E- mail: info@themoodyf.org; URL:
www.moodyf.org

Building/renovation, Curriculum
high:
development, Emergency funds, Equipment,
$15,000,000;
General/operating support, Program
low: $1,750
development, Research

Grants range from $5,000 to
$20,000 for first time applicants;
Neighbors United for Qauality
Education/East Dallas
Community School, $45,000 for
reading program from 2012 to
2014

Initial approach: Proposal;
Application form not required

None, Final notification: 3 months

Board meeting date(s): As
needed

3 Lincoln Centre , 5430 LBJ Fwy., Ste.
1700 Dallas, TX, 75240-2697;
Telephone: (972) 233-1700; URL:
www.haroldsimmonsfoundation.org

Annual campaigns Continuing support
Equipment General/operating support
Management development/capacity building
high: $60,000;
Matching/challenge support
low: $500
Program development Publication
Scholarship funds Seed money Technical
assistance

Bay City CDC, $60,000 for
regional training center from
2007 to 2009

Initial approach: Download
foundation's fact sheet from
foundation web site

See foundation web site for
application deadlines
Final notification: 1-2 months

Board meeting date(s): Usually
E. Gail Purvis, Exec. Dir.
twice a year; contributions
E- mail:
committee 10 times per year and
gpurvis@trullfoundation.org
as required

Giving primarily in the Dallas, TX.

Dallas, TX

Children/youth services, Community/economic
development, Education services,
Elementary/secondary education, Health care,
Health care, clinics/centers, Higher education,
Hospitals (general)
Youth services

Application

Initial approach: Letter of inquiry
or through web site on an
ongoing basis; Application form
required

Building/renovation, Equipment,
Land acquisition, Program development,
Seed money, Technical assistance

Galveston, TX

Grant Case
Run Tex Carrozza Foundation,
$5,000 for running training and
related fitness support to
economically disadvantaged
school-aged children in Austin
through the 'Born to Run'
program

Giving limited to TX, with a primary emphasis on
foundation-initiated projects in Galveston; Aging
Disabilities, People with Economically
disadvantaged

Community/economic development, Education,
Health care Human services, Youth development

Grant Amount

high:
$12,000,000;
low: $5,000

Lisa Simmons Epstein, Pres.

404 4th St.
Palacios, TX, 77465-4812 Telephone:
(361) 972-5241
URL: www.trullfoundation.org

Appendix: Governmental Program

Category

Foundation/Agency

Support Type

Purpose

Eligibility

Volunteer-led groups such as
neighborhood groups or associations,
schools, and church-based groups,
Organizations such as Community
Development Corporations and local nonprofits in City of Austin

Target/Preference

Types of Support

Transportation

Send a idea description by an emial to
PWDNeighborhoodPartnering@austintexas
.gov for prelliminary assessment before
formal application; For cost-sharing
programs, completed applications are due
June 1st and October 1st of each year;
*Grant Assistance applications can be
accepted at any time; Applications that do
proceed will go through a technical review
committee

Public Work Department,
505 Barton Springs Road, 9th Floor
Austin, Texas 78704; Contanct Person:
Justin Golbabai, the Program Manager;
Telephone: (512) 974-6439; E-mail:
Justin.golbabai@austintexas.gov

Application form is required

Neighborhood Hosuing & Community
Development Department; E-mail:
nhcdcs@austintexas.gov; Telephone: (512)
974-3100; URL:
www.austintexas.gov/department/housing

Up to $30,000 in home repair and lead
removal

Lead Smart and Lead Heathy
Home

City Program

To remove lead hazards from homes

Renters, homeowners and multi-family
property owners, Built before 1978 and is
located within Austin, At least one child
under the age of five that resides in my
home, Household income is 80% or less
than the Austin area MFI

Emergency Home Repair

City Program

To assists with repairs for low-income
homeowners who are facing a lifethreatening condition, or a health and
safety hazard

Homeowners with incomes at or below
80% of the Austin area MFI

Home Repair Loan Program

City Program

To bring homes up to code and make it
safe, livable, and healthy for low to
moderated-income residents

Homeoners within the Austin city limits, A
single-family detached home, Clear title on
the property, and ownership, Household
income is 80% or less than the Austin area
MFI

Repairs to the foundation, roof, plumbing, HVAC, and
electrical, Major interior and exterior repairs, Complete
rehabilitation of home, reconstruction if needed

City Program

To provide home repair services for
homeowners to address home repairs that
pose health and safety concerns for low to
moderate-income residents by contract
with non-profit organizations

Homeoners within the Austin city limits,
Clear title on the property, and ownership,
Household income is 80% or less than the
Austin area MFI

Accessibility modifications,
Electrical, plumbing, mechanical repairs,
Exterior siding repair,
Window and door repairs/replacements,
Minimal drywall and flooring repair,
Ceiling fans in bedrooms and living room,
Painting as related to repairs, and
Roof repairs

Contact Info

Deferred 0% loan, terms up to 20 years,
partially forgiven

up to $15,000 of assistance per home per
fiscal year to the non-profit service
providers. In addition, this assistance does
not include any other assistance from the
participant organization using its regular
programs and funding; The program
provides 20 percent per project to cover
program delivery and overhead costs for
the contract organization.

Homebuyer Education; Assessing Your Readiness to Buy and
Money Management;
Understanding Credit and Obtaining a Mortgage;
Shopping for a Home and Protecting your Investment;
Foreclosure Prevention Counseling;
Individual One-on-One counseling for HousingSmarts
graduates; Graduates may be eligible for Matched Savings
Account and Down Payment Assistance program

Homebuyer training by using the
Residents of the City of Austin,
NeighborWorks®'s "Realizing the American Below 80% of Austin area MFI
Dream" curriculum

City Program

To assist with purchasing a home located
within the Austin City Limits

Having not owned a home in the last three
years or been displaced, divorced,
Household income is 80% or less than the
Austin area median family income (MFI),
Completion of HousingSmart Education
Program, Being approved for a mortgage
loan from a participating lende

Down payment in a deferred 0% interest loan for eligible
homebuyers

Matching Saving Account

City Program

To enable low-income Austin resident to
become financial empowered

Household income is at or below 200%
Federal Poverty, Income from
employment, Ability to utilize my entire
savings within two years of application,
Completion of HousingSmart Education
Program

cash match for Individual development account

Colony Park Neighborhood Association got mini-grant to begin a
new community garden in the Colony Park neighborhood in
Northeast Austin and use it as a catalyst for change in the type of
healthy food sources the community and its children have access
to in 2014. Volunteers who will implement and operate the
community garden will consist of Colony Park residents and
students from two local AISD schools, Volma Overton Elementary
and Barbara Jordan Elementary.

Renters' Rights Assistance
Program (RRAP)

Austin Tenants'
Council

To helps low-income renters enforce their
right for repairs of conditions that threaten
health or safety.

Austin residents who do not exceed
income guidelines

Neighborhood Hosuing & Community
Development Department; E-mail:
nhcdcs@austintexas.gov; Telephone: (512)
974-3100; URL:
www.austintexas.gov/department/housing

Application to NHCD contracters; Nonprofit organizations to provide this service;
Contact Meals on Wheels and More, (512)
476-6325, Interfaith Action of Central
Texas, (512) 386-9145, Austin Habitat for
Humanity (512) 472-8788, ext. 100, Austin
Area Urban League, (512) 478-7176,
American YouthWorks, (512) 744-1900

Neighborhood Hosuing & Community
Development Department; E-mail:
nhcdcs@austintexas.gov; Telephone: (512)
974-3100; URL:
www.austintexas.gov/department/housing

Application form and the onine submission
are required

Neighborhood Hosuing & Community
Development Department; E-mail:
nhcdcs@austintexas.gov; Telephone: (512)
974-3100; URL:
www.austintexas.gov/department/housing

Neighborhood Hosuing & Community
Only trained loan officers listed on the DPA Development Department; E-mail:
Participating Lenders list may submit DPA nhcdcs@austintexas.gov; Telephone: (512)
applications for borrowers
974-3100; URL:
www.austintexas.gov/department/housing

Standard DPA: Up to $10,000 in a
deferred, forgivable, 0% interest loan;
Shared Equity DPA: Up to $40,000 in a
deferred,forgivable, 0% interest loan

A match of $4 for every $1 saved*; The
maximum savings that will be matched is
$1000

Application form and the onine submission
are required

Neighborhood Hosuing & Community
Development Department; E-mail:
nhcdcs@austintexas.gov; Telephone: (512)
974-3100; URL:
www.austintexas.gov/department/housing

The minimum time to save is six months
•Total savings can be used for higher
education, purchasing a home, or small
business development/expansion

Sign up for an orientation

Direct counseling, Advocacy, Mediation

Free

Initial phone interview and assessment:
512-474-1961

City Program

To foster job creation and support the
growth of new and existing businesses by
providing capacity building information,
tools, and resources

BizAid Business Orientation (basic information & guidance),
BizAid Coaching (development of business and marketing
plans, credit assessments, loan sources), BizAid Business
Education (day-to-day management of a business), Resource
for local organizations helpful to Small Businesses
(LocallyAustin.org), Business Solution Center (technology
resources, freesoftware and database subscriptions in the
center), Hosting a Business Loan Fair

Free

Register Online at
http://www.austinsmallbiz.com/WebCOE/n
ew-sbdp-calendar.htm

Economic Development Department,
505 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704;
Telephone: 512-974-7800

Capital Metro
program

to increase access to transportation and
improve connectivity for individuals in the
community by provideing retiring vans

Demonstrated Community Benefit, Total
number of Trips Provided, Coordination of 2006 Ford E150, 8-passenger, aveage mileage 79,346; 2006
Service, Financial and Managerial Ability to Ford E350, 12-passenger, average mileage 67,811
Maintain Service

Non-profit and government agencies will
be required to sign an agreement relating
to the exchange of vehicles for
transportation-related services.;
Applicants must track ridership, hours, and
miles of service and provide a quarterly
report to Capital Metro for a period of two
years

Applications must be received no later than
5:00 p.m. on Friday, July 25, 2014;
Announcement of Awards wasTuesday,
September 02, 2014 (Not scheduled for
2015)

Capital Metro
attn: Michelle Meaux
2910 E. 5th St.
Austin, TX 78702;
E-mail: michelle.meaux@capmetro.org;
Telephone: (512) 369-7785

Non-profit, for-profit and government
agencies

Note

Neighborhood Hosuing & Community
NHCD contracts with non-profit
Development Department; E-mail:
organizations to provide this service;
nhcdcs@austintexas.gov; Telephone: (512)
Contact Austin Area Urban League at (512)
974-3100; URL:
478-7176
www.austintexas.gov/department/housing

City Program

Capital Metro Vehicle Grant
Program (second tier for
community)

Over 25% Share of total project cost
(sweat-equity); The endorsement of the
commonly recognized neighborhood
association or the homeowner’s
association for your area;
The endorsement of at least 60% of the
area bounding the project;
An agreement to maintaining the project
for the life of the project.

Home repair and lead removal, Lead-poisoning blood testing
for children, Home inspection for lead

City Program

Small Business Development
Program (Assorted)

Mayor Lee Leffingwell’s Office, P.O. Box
1088, Austin, TX 78701; E-mail:
loveyourblock@austintexas.gov ;
Telephone: (512)-974-2250

4 Categories based on the size of City
sharing: Limited (under $2,500),
Small(under $75,000), Medium(under
$150,000), Large(under $500,000)

Housing

Economic
Opportunity

For East-MLK Combined Neighborhood
applicants, ‘First come, First served,’ to
qualified applicants, until August 1st or until
the entire donation has been awarded;
Application form from City of Austin is
required; 2014 program closed

Community Participation, Cost Share,
Quality of Life Enhancement, Incorporates
or Meets City Initiatives, Gegraphic Equity

Neighborhood Partnering
Program (Neighborhood Cost
Share Program)

Neighborhood Association registered with
the City of Austin, Neighborhood Plan
Contact Team,
Community service associations,
Educational, ethnic, cultural, or religious
organizations

Down Payment Assistance

Ranging from $500 to $1,000

Demonstrate the ability to mobilize a
minimum of 20 volunteers to take part in
the group's block project; Be committed to
submit a written report by November 28 for
East MLK-Combined Neighborhoods

The Neighborhood Cost Share Program (NCSP): Small- to
medium-sized improvement projects in the City’s right of way
or on City-owned property;
*The Grant Assistance Program (GAP): providing City
matching funds for matching requirements for external grant
opportunities;
**The Parking Benefit Project Proposal Program (PBPPP):
assisting the local improvement projects for which Parking
Benefit District revenue can be dedicated;
***The Adopt-A-Median Program (AAMP): provides an
approval mechanism for adopting, beautifying and
maintaining a median or other right-of-way areas

To provide cost-match opportunity for
community and neighborhood
organizations to work with the City on
public improvements; Cost sharing can be
achieved through cash contributions, inkind contributions, or donated labor (sweatequity)

General Operation/
Seed Money

HousingSmart Education
Program

Application

Traditionally underserved communities

To provide mini-grants to fund any project
that makes a neighborhood block better

Go Repair!

Requirements

Fund to Tree planting, Vacant lot clean-up, Graffiti removal,
Garden development, Trail maintenance, Vacant lot clean-up,
Recycling sites, Alternative crime watch methods and so on

City Program

Love your block program

Amount

Austin Tenants’ Council • 1640-B East 2nd
Street, Austin, TX 78702; Telephone:
512.474.7006; URL: http://www.housingrights.org

Once all the vans have been distributed, the current Community
Mobility Vehicle Grant Program will end. (It is expected that there
would be same chance in the future when there are retirement of
vans)

Microloan for Community Economic Development

Category

Support Type

Microloan

Economic
Opportunity

Organization

People Fund

Grantmaker
Location

Type of Support

Eligibility

Loan Amount

Interest Rate

Loarn Term

Application

Austin, TX

Small Business and Nonprofit,
Business Assistance and
Education

Small business owners including startup
businesses, nonprofits, and mature businesses
in TX

Both fixed and variable rates; Fixed interest rates
For start-up to be any business with less than 2 varies from 7.5 – 15%, but some reduced rates can
A maximum term of 84 Initial approach:
years of operations up to $100,000; Maximum be as low as 5%; Interest rate may be discounted for
months relying on the
application via the
job creation, community impact, sustainable/green
loan amount for an existing business is
ability to repay the loan, online form
business practices, veteran status, and other
$250,000
opportunities

Fitness within the SBA size standards at time of
application; The business locateded in the City
of Austin; Being unable to qualify for or afford a
conventional bank loan; Proof of a minimum of
10% equity injection; The only non-profits that
can lend to are child-care centers

Small businesses with microloans of up to
$50,000; One-on-one support and continuous
counseling; New businesses or businesses in
operation less than a year may obtain up to
$15,000; A business concept statement are
eligible to apply for up to $5,000

Microloan

Big Austin

Austin, TX

Small business microloan
lending, Counseling,
Education/training,

Mentoring/
Technical
resource

Austin Score

Austin, TX

Small buisniness free mentoring,
Low cost small buisniess
educational workshop, Templates
& Tools to assist in starting or
growing business

Rates are consistent with micro-lending industry
standards and are determined on a case-by-case
basis; Once the rate is set, it will remain fixed
throughout the life of the loan; The interest is
amortized on a 360 day basis; no pre-payment
penalty

There is no charge for face-to-face or e-mail
mentoring; Some workshops have a small fee

loan terms can vary from
3 months to 5 six years
depending on the size,
purpose of the loan,
repayment source, and
our own internal
requirements

Initial approach: prequalification
application; prequalifing within 24
hours

Notice

Address/Telephone/URL

2921 E. 17th St, Bld D, Ste 1 Austin,
5-10 business days to
TX 78702; Telephone: (512)-472know whether or not being 8087; E-mail;
approved
getaloan@peoplefund.org; URL:
https://peoplefund.org

A loan decision is typically
made within 3 weeks of
receipt of a completed loan
application package

5407 North IH 35, Suite 200, Austin,
TX, 78723; Telephone: (512) 9288010; E-mail: info@bigaustin.org;
URL: http://bigaustin.org

5524 Bee Cave Rd., Westland
Park, Building M, #100 Austin, TX
78746; Telephone: (512) 928-2425;
E-mail: help@score.org.; URL:
https://austin.score.org

